
 

REALISATION 

 
➔ Be sure to read the script very well and understand all the meaning 
➔ The voice should begin at 2s 
➔ The viewer should be in the action before the first 15s of animation 
➔ The first shot must be a wide shot to introduce the action and the character on the set. 
➔ An episode must generally last between 5 and 6 minutes (unless otherwise stated) 
➔ No logical or physical errors 
➔ No unexplained jump cut 

 

 

 
➔ No empty shot, empty frame, empty set or empty background 

 

 
 

 



 

 
➔ Be careful to not do CONTINUITY ERROR 
➔ Be careful to not show empty set or empty building 
➔ Never shot into the cars 

 
  

 



 

 

ANIMATION 

Basic rules of animation: 
 
Be careful of the basic rules of the animation and filmmaking: 

- 180 degrees rule 
- avoid the continuity error 
- no axial cut 
- 30 degrees rule 
- timing 

 
Reminder of some of the 12 principles of animation: 

- anticipation 
- staging 
- follow through and overlapping action 
- slow out and slow in 
- secondary action 
- timing 
- exaggeration 

 
 
→ Please, be sure to reload the latest version of the assets before starting the animation. 
You can find the latest assets on our database. 
 
→ Be careful about the eyes and the eyelids. The middle of the upper eyelid has to be at the 
same level as the middle of the eyes. Here is an image that can help you to better understand 
what we mean: 

 
→Play with the size of the eyes (the rig eye controler) to add more exaggeration 
 

 



 

→ The animation (characters, cameras) must be smooth, dynamic and fun. 
 
→ The eyes have to always have the same size 
 
→ The characters react to the voice over. For example, they can nod or smile after the voice 
over speaks, they need to look at the camera when the voice over speaks, it will add some 
dynamism to the animation. 
 
→ No lip sync with the voice over, the characters only do sounds in reaction to what the voice 
over is telling them 
 
→ Minimized the use of still frames. 
 
→ A shot must last at least 2 seconds 
 
→ No flying vehicles 

 
 

→ No flying objects (like trees) 
 

 
→ No interpenetration between meshes 

 



 

 
→ The wheels of the vehicles have to spin. 
 
→ There should be vehicles in the background and they should be animated. 

 
 
 
PLAYBLAST 
 
Please can you add the number of the shot on your playblast it's easier to do a quick and 
precise feedback this way. 
 
The animation should be always validated with the playblast before to start the render. 
Never start the render without playblast validation. 
 
Playblast for animation validation: make sure to do playblast at least in 720p 25f/s H.264 
 
 
 

RENDER 

 
Before rendering you need to be sure that: 
 

→ The playblast is validated 
→ You have the lastest version of the assets. (update them on the scalethree 
database) 
→ There are no interpenetration and no flying vehicles or object. 
→ The wheels of the vehicles are rotating. 
→ When the characters blink they close their eyes completely. 
→ There are no black frames or “ghost” frame. 

 
➔ Use Mental Ray 
➔ There must be no time differences between the final playblast and the render episode. 

Same number of frames, same animation, same voiceover and same final cut. 
➔ Use Zdepth and blur on BG for the close-up shot 
➔ Use the good Hdri (Dome Light with sky) on the database  
➔ Use the Dome sky in Maya files, add not sky in compositing 
➔ do not change the shaders 
➔ Be careful to active smooth on all the meshes 

 



 

 
 
 
 
Here are some episodes that will be your render reference: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXBvfwIUqBI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRHcZS5nhZU 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8yD_7QFOZ8 
 
Pictures render reference: 

 
 
Colorimetry: The colors must be saturated and various and not sad, grey or desaturated. 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8yD_7QFOZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRHcZS5nhZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXBvfwIUqBI


 

 
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image reference of the render of the night: 

 



 

 
Render settings: 
 

→ passes: reflection, specular, beauty, diffuse, zdepth, AO, mask (character, 
background) 
→ Resolution: 1280*720 
→ 25 frames per second 
→ Limit the size of your file  

 



 

 

FXs 

You must check in FXs Database on scale if you need asset FXs and use it as much as 
possible. If not, try to make it. 
 
Some examples of FXs: 
→ Fire: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwCyLPicrdI  
→ Water: https://youtu.be/-gNujZ4jryQ?t=2m17s  
→ Smoke:  
→ Lighting (Carl Transform): https://youtu.be/T2upeLG6dZc 
→ Lighting Bolt: https://youtu.be/rEhIZUKSwf8?t=10s 
→ Flash of light (Troy): https://youtu.be/plRhEDDfNBM?t=3m51s 
→ Snow: https://youtu.be/nv5ps2_u4fQ?t=5m29s  
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://youtu.be/-gNujZ4jryQ?t=2m17s
https://youtu.be/rEhIZUKSwf8?t=10s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bwCyLPicrdI
https://youtu.be/plRhEDDfNBM?t=3m51s
https://youtu.be/nv5ps2_u4fQ?t=5m29s
https://youtu.be/T2upeLG6dZc

